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The 1953 Ariel Square 4, finished in the rare and
attractive Coronation blue option (or is it
Wedgewood blue?) looks to be in excellent
condition too. Prices on Square 4s haven’t been
strong recently and even having former World
sidecar Champion Jock Taylor on its list of former
owners is no guarantee that it will reach its lower
estimate of £10,000.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Sat & Sun July 11th & 12th VMCC Festival of 1000 Bikes
– Mallory Park.
CANCELLED – ALL ENTRY FEES WILL BE RETURNED
Tuesday July 14th Brunch ride-in - Honey Café in
Bronllys, Brecon, Powys, LD3 0LH - 11:00
Just meet up for Brunch (morning coffee if you like),
no organised ride, plan your own route.
https://www.honeycafe.co.uk/
Thursday July 17th – The Moon Mordiford, HR1 4LW –
7:00 p.m. – Annual Bike Show

All planned section events, up to and including July
1st will NOT take place. Information on events
following that date is listed below. There is absolutely
no guarantee that these events will take place, so
the dates are for planning purposes only. We will
continue to update the calendar, based firmly on
government guidelines at the time. You can be
assured that the health and welfare of section
members will be our only priority.

FUTURE EVENTS
Wednesday May 27th - H&H Classic on-line Auction,
bidding starts 13:00.
Lurking amongst the 50 or so lots are these two
immaculate, interesting and contrasting 4 cylinder
machines, both with their design origins in the 1930s
and by the look of the photographs, both
consigned by the same meticulous vendor. Guided
at £7,500 - £9,000, this 1938 750cc Nimbus looks to be
in excellent condition. These quirky looking bikes
with their exposed valve springs are very rideable
and always attract a crowd wherever they are
parked up.

For full details of the auction, click here:https://www.handh.co.uk/auction-calendar
Thursday July 2nd - The Greyhound Hotel 3 Garth
Road, Builth Wells, Powys, LD2 3AR 7:30 p.m. – Club
night West.
If pubs are allowed to open by then, this could be
our first section meeting for almost 3 months. It’s a
chance to get together with other section members
and to meet new and intending members - Gary
Jones- 07870 389317.

One of our most popular and best supported events
of the year. Let’s hope that whatever government
guidance is in place at the time allows us to run it.
Bring anything, all shapes and sizes welcome.

Tuesday July 7th - Sally's Place (the open air cafe)
British Camp, Upper Colwall, Malvern, WR13 6DW –
09:30 for 10:00 - Breakfast meet.
Meet up for breakfast. A chance to show off your
bike and join up with fellow enthusiasts. You choose
your own route there and back.

This week we have a couple of Suzuki middleweight
twins for your delectation. Firstly, listed on
“Facebook Market Place” at £1,000 o.n.o. we have
a 1992 A2 compliant Suzuki GS 500 with a shiny new
pearlescent paint job and host of new parts all fitted
less than 600 miles earlier. These include exhaust,

UNDER £1000

Our series which finds useable, VMCC eligible (made
before Jan 1st 1995), bikes, ready to ride, with MOTs
(where required) for less than £1,000.

chain, sprockets, discs, pads and heated grips. It
maybe isn’t to everyone’s taste, but its MOT’d until
end of July, it will make a great workhorse.

Also listed on“Facebook Market Place”, with an
asking price of £950 this 1983 Suzuki GS 400 should
also do a good job for its owner. Recently
serviced,with a new battery, an MOT and allegedly
with 48,000 on the clock, it could probably be
bought cheaper than the asking price and would
be a good back-up to any classic collection.

NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual selling
prices and are correct at the time of writing, We have not verified
any of the details vendors have used in their advertsiing – that has
to be your responsibility.

EGLI VINCENT
Whilst scouring “Facebook Market place”, this
handsome Egli Vincent café racer popped up. For
sale at Presteigne and listed at £42,000, it seems a
reasonable starting point for discussions for one of
these are and exotic beauties. It would be a treat to
see it on a future section run!!

For more details , click here:https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/546
432896010340/

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG – OR “THE OLDEN
DAYS” AS THE GRANDCHILDREN CALL IT.
John Macklin joined the 59 Club in 1964, when he
was working as an apprentice at James Fryers (A

large motor distributor located where Wicks now
trades in Widemarsh Street Hereford), John
continues the story…..

“When Henlys bought out Fryers, new personnel
arrived from London including a guy called Paul
Gilbert who owned a 500cc Goldstar complete with
dustbin fairing. He was a member of the 59 Club,
and invited anyone who was interested to join him
at a club night. This would mean a weekend trip to
London and camping in the garden of his parents’
house.

We set off on a cold Friday night after work, myself
on a Honda CB77, my mate Dave Miles on his Ariel
Arrow, a guy on a BSA 500cc twin and Paul on the
Goldstar and two girl passengers.
When we hit the outskirts of London we ran into a
real peasouper fog. After getting lost, Paul declared

he knew exactly where we were and could camp in
the park overnight as it was getting late he did not
want to disturb his parents. We pitched the tents,
after about an hour we heard loud talking outside
we looked out to see two police officers, who said
you cannot stay here you are on a large traffic
island. They were friendly cops and directed us
down to camp on the local common.
5,000 BIKES!!
On the Saturday night we went to the 59 Club night
at the Eton Mission Hall Hackney. My overriding
memory was the noise and excitement; it was not
unusual to have up to 5,000 bikers turn up for the
Saturday night. When we arrived the Hall yard was
full of bikes and all the side streets surrounding were
full of hundreds of parked bikes, every sort of bike
imaginable, Café racers, Vincents, Harleys but the
most prominent were Triumph, Norton, Gold Stars
and Tritons - it was like the best bike show. Most of
the evening was spent with several hundred
Bikers/Rockers standing on the A12 “S” bends
outside the Mission where there was a continuous
stream of bikes parading through the bends. Some
of the boy racers on open pipes were going through
on the limit creating plumes of sparks from scraping
the footrests or from the exhausts hitting the tarmac
This was greeted with huge roars of approval by the
crowd. After the club night ended we joined a
couple of hundred bikers who set off across the city
of London to visit the Ace Café where again the lorry
park was full of hundreds of bikes to look at.
DANGEROUS DUSTBIN

Paul’s Gold star had the look but was useless to ride,
fitted with a close ratio gearbox he had to slip the
cutch in traffic it had a top speed of over 70mph in
first, the dustbin fairing was dangerous in any form of
crosswind, in fact on the way home because of the
wind we were reduced to a dawdle so we left him
to find his own route home after leaving the
Windrush café.
A couple of years later Father Shergold leader of the
59 Club rode up to Hereford on a new Norton Atlas
and held a meeting in the Church Hall Newton Farm
to see if there was enough interest to start a branch
of the 59 Club in Hereford.” This photo (below) was
taken by the Hereford Times, if anyone knows the
names of the people in the photo besides John and
local legend “Boxer”, (seated next to Father
Shergold) and Father Shergold we would be
interested to hear from you.

He went on two trips to France with us. Once on a
BSA 441 then on an indian Enfield he bought new.
On occasion he would have sunday lunch with Sue
and I. He also appeared on the Welsh TV evening
news to tell of his experiences. What a man!!.

NORTON – THE LATEST SITUATION

COLIN ADAMS
Colin Adams’ story in issue 48-3 was appreciated by
several readers, including John Sharman, who knew
Colin well and recalls……”We did many rides
together including a ride to the landing beaches in
Normandy. He took part in the landing as a dispatch
rider as you quite rightly say, but not on a G3, but a
WNG Ariel.

In an “all cash” deal, Administrators BDO confirmed
the sale of certain assets of Norton Motorcycle
Holdings Ltd (in administration) and Norton
Motorcycles (UK) Ltd (in administration) to an
indirect subsidiary of TVS Motor Company Ltd, on
May 7th for approximately £16m.
The deal also includes an agreement for the new
owners to occupy the current premises at
Donington for 6 months. This is clearly excellent news
for creditors, who will be likely to receive most, if not
all of what they are owed. It is great news for
employees, who will, at the outset, continue to work
for the new company under their existing terms and
conditions. It is also clearly great news for all the fans
of the marque, whose future (COVID permitting)
looks the most secure it has done for more than 40
years.
The use of the phrase “certain assets” is interesting.
TVS have not bought the responsibility for warranty
claims on machines sold under the previous

ownership. These warranties lapsed on the demise
of Stuart Garner’s organisation. This could be very
worrying for owners, as rumours have started to
surface of cracked frames on the V4 and possibly
other serious defects.

New “interim” CEO, John Russell, in a long and
seemingly frank interview in ‘Superbike’, is very
cautious about the position of former customers and
those who have bikes on order. As there are
question about build and component quality, there
will definitely not be a rush to pick up the tools and
start production. The new engineering and
management team seem to be planning a
comprehensive review of all aspects of the existing
machines, before they even think about assembling
another bike. They are asking questions as
fundamental as “Can we build the bike?”, “Is it true
to its specification, functionality and promise?” and
“Do we have the suppliers in place to deliver the
parts.” In a refreshing display of honesty, Russell
states “We have no idea at this stage how long
that’s going to take and when we can start
production but fairly soon we’re going to know.
When we do we’ll make it known and individually
and publicly.” Whilst it will be deeply disappointing
to those who have waited months, and in some

cases years, for their bikes, we applaud Norton’s
stance. Their future as a premium brand has to be
based on quality and they cannot afford to put this
at risk.
SOUNDS LIKE THEY MEAN BUSINESS
Norton already have in place a process to contact
all those who have paid deposits or have bikes on
order and promise to keep them fully informed of,
and engaged in, the date for the new production
start. In using the phrase “If there are historic issues,
we’ll seek to do the best we can.” Norton holds out
the faintest possibility that they may become
involved with existing owners, who have real quality
concerns. On a slightly negative note, the website is
up and running, but with a slightly uncomfortable
mix of the old and the new. Reassuringly there are a
host of vacancies for engineering and development
personnel led by the search for a Quality Manager,
who will display, amongst many required talents,
“The ability to manage a high degree of change
within an organisation.” Sounds like they mean
business!
SOME FANTASTIC BIKES
Norton have made some wonderful and iconic
machines in the past and regular contributor Tony
Page has owned many of them, but his all-time
favourite is his 1972 Mk2 Commando Roadster which
has an amazing history.

We’ll let Tony take up the story from here …”I bought
this for £400 when I was 15 in late 1973 using my

paper-round and part time farm job money. A new
one was then £628. My parents went nuts. I was
caught by the sixteener law which meant it had to
sit in the garage for a year. Horrendous. So I took it
to the farm in Dorking, 8 miles away, by train (you
could put them in the guard's van back then) and
used it on the internal road system. The farm was a
dairy farm owned then by Lord Ashcombe, now
known as the Denbeigh’s Wine Estate.
The front mudguard is from a 1970's Ducati 900SS
sourced from Sprint Engineering in……..well, the
1970s. I wore both the front brake and the gearbox
layshaft bearing out in just under 100,000 miles so it
got a Norvil front disc and a Quaife 5-speed cluster,
both costing £150 each in1977 or thereabouts. The
rear-sets were also fitted around that time.

I rode it across the United States in 1988 and then
went to New Zealand and spent three months there
racking up inordinate credit card bills.

sufficient noise to frighten unwary pedestrians -ideal
in London SW1.
Back in the late 1970s I fitted Mk3 Isolastics and of
course a Boyer electronic ignition. The original Boyer
lasted until two years ago when I fitted a Pazon unit
as the Boyer uses cheap Chinese transistors...
I don't really know how many miles I've done on it,
but it had 15,000 on it when I bought it. I reckon I've
covered well in excess of 200,000 miles as it was my
sole form of transport for over a decade. I use it
regularly but the small, but aesthetically beautiful,
petrol tank does sometimes presents problems on
long haul jaunts. Like across the entire United States.
You get very good at mental arithmetic.”

Bill says his Dad, “thought WW2 an amazing
experience. He did so much travelling, saw so much
of life which at times was gruesome and kept his
head down when the bullets were flying.”

WAR SERVICE
We really opened Pandora’s box with the piece on
Colin Adams and despatch riders (issue 48-3). Bill
Danks sent us these great picture of his Dad - Bill
Danks Senior - on wartime duties.

ENJOYING SOME NEW FOUND FREEDOMS
Section Chairman Geoff McGladdery and Mick (the
mole) Smith and his partner Rose took advantage of
this week’s wonderful weather and followed an old
club route to the Long Mynd for a (socially
distanced) picnic.

I
I came back to face the music and actually used it
to despatch around London for six months. Without
doubt, the Commando is my favourite bike and if I
had to sell them all and keep just one, it would be
the Commando. With its Mikuni single carb it returns
just over 53 to the gallon (2.25 gal tank), it goes very
well, stops very well, handles very well and makes

Here he is astride a brand new M20 B.S.A., which he
managed to write-off in just 3 short months and
below, on the right, he is featured with his mighty
Diamond 'T' Tank Transporter which he didn't
manage to break and which saw him safely through
the North African and Italian campaigns. As always,
Dad is the one with a pipe in his mouth.

BRIGHTWELLS ON-LINE AUCTION MAY 25TH
This is what remains of the auction which was to
have sold the works ARIEL trials machines, but was
cancelled back in April. Only a handful of

motorcycles feature in the catalogue, but it’s still
well worth a look. Guided at £32,000 - £36,000, this
1955 Vincent Black Prince tops the bill.

The mighty 750cc Norton Atlas from the same year,
guided at a sensible £5,000 - £7,000 should also
attract some bidder interest.

again), and the dogs handled ropes and
entertainment. The crossing was entertaining as the
ferry took a curving course to compensate for the
current, but all too soon we were across the narrows
and the front of the turntable was swung onto the
slipway.
Once back on dry land wandered back to watch a
few more crossings. It was a good move as the
water was also beginning to provide some
entertainment. The tide was running through the
narrows of Kyle Rhea at a fair old lick and
presumably bringing in a lot of fish, seabirds soon
started to take an interest in feeding. And then the
seals. And then the Dolphins. Magic!!!
The vessel was 50 years old that year (I've got the
tee shirt to prove it) and they are always looking for
ways to cover the running costs. Long may they
continue, it was an excellent addition to the bucket
list.

On-line bidding opens at 10:00 a.m. on May 25th and
ends on May 28th from noon onwards. Full details
can be found here.
https://www.brightwellslive.com/timedauctions/ind
ex/4982

5 WHEELS TO LEWIS (4th and final part)
Mike Hunting
SUNDAY AFTERNOON - Lunch break over and we
were soon on the turntable of the ferry and being
swung around to face the right way for travel. The
crew that day consisted of a father and son and
three collie dogs. Dad did the driving, son handled
the turntable and money (bike rate for the Lomax

Bealach Ratagain pass to a fine viewpoint
overlooking Loch Duich and the Five Sisters of Kintail.
After dropping down to Shiel Bridge we turned onto
the A87 up Glen Shiel, passing Claunie Inn and Loch
Claunie, turning right after its dam to continue past
Lochs Loyne and Garry on the way to Invergarry.
where we had our only encounter with midges. I was
okay but Linda's face got well munched around the
edge of her helmet.
After Invergarry we were back in the Great Glen
and retracing our outward route towards Fort
William. Just before Spean Bridge we stopped this
time to look at the Commando Memorial. Nothing
to do with Nortons, it is a tribute to the Commandos,
who trained in this area. Linda sneakily distracted
the bus load of Japanese by leaving the Lomax in a
prominent position in the car park whilst she got a
picture of the Memorial.
The afternoon was getting on by now so we stopped
at Fort William and rang Jennie to see if it was
convenient to take up her accommodation offer.
Yes it was, but did we mind sleeping bags because
she was in the process of packing to move house?
No problem, as we had ours with us, see you soon!
After climbing out of Glen Coe we turned into the
Kings House drive and found her cottage not far
beyond the Hotel. It was a superb place with
mountains front and back. Her back garden was
separated from the adjacent moorland only by a
small stream. There were ducks in the stream with
ducklings, siskins on the bird tables and windowsills,
and apparently sometimes deer with young.
MONDAY morning brought an unfamiliar noise
outside the window. The West Highland Way long
distance path runs past the front of the cottage.
Linda thought that was where the noise was coming
from and looked out of the window.

DEER IN THE CAR PARK
Sure enough there was someone walking up the

From the ferry another narrow minor road took us up
Glen More on the Old Military Road then over

track, the noise was the wheels of their suitcase
rattling on the rough stony terrain! Jennie says it
happens all the time! Anyway, it was soon time to
move on, thanks for everything Jennie. As we
passed the Hotel, there were the deer, just by the
car park.

Back onto the A82 and once more across Rannoch
Moor (still windy), we continued retracing as far as
Stirling - a fine route with views as magnificent ever,
and subtly different in the opposite direction. After
Stirling, however, we took a different route. Linda
grew up in Bamburgh on the Northumberland coast
and still has relatives in the area, so we were going
to stop off on the way home.
THE JIM CLARK MUSEUM
We headed towards Edinburgh on the M9 then
bypassed it on the A720 and worked our way
through to Pencaitland and picked up the B6355
which took us over the hills and past Whiteadder
Reservoir before dropping down to Duns, where
there is a museum dedicated to its most famous
local resident Jim Clark.

From Duns we made our way over the English border
to Wooler, then took the B6349 over the ridge to
Belford and the A1. Once over that and the East
Coast Mainline railway crossing we were rounding
Budle Bay then passing through Bamburgh to stop
at Seahouses just down the coast.

We stayed with Linda's Auntie Edna for a couple of
nights, visited some other relatives, called at the
pub, ate fish and chips at the harbour, bought ice
cream, and did all those other seaside things.
ROMAN FORT
WEDNESDAY saw us back on the road again. We
had been impressed with the B&B at Bainbridge on
our first night out and had now booked it again for
tonight's stop.
We used familiar “B” roads to get to Alnwick, and
from there the B6341 over the moors to Rothbury,
turning onto the B6342 there to climb out of town.
This is a pleasant ride along the edge of the moors
and makes good progress south. There are a few
surprisingly sharp bends and a couple of places
where, in the past, I have found my wheels off the
ground, but following the Lomax precluded such
possibilities today. Our first stop of the day was at the
cafe at Chollerford, just beyond the bridge over the
North Tyne. A short distance from here is where
Hadrian's Wall crossed the river. The excavated
Chesters Roman Fort and its accompanying
museum are just up the road.
Passing Chesters, we turned left and
followed the South Tyne to cross it at Haydon Bridge
and pick up the A686. This is another of our favourite
roads and the one we usually use if driving between
Newcastle or Bamburgh and home. It is pretty quiet
and from Haydon Bridge initially climbs up a tributary
valley before dropping down a set of hairpins to
another, the West Allen. Soon the valley is left behind
and we were back on the open moorland of the
North Pennines and approaching Alston. From there
we were to again reverse our outward route, to
Kirkby Stephen via Middleton and Brough.
THE HARTSIDE CAFE
First, however, we had time for a little detour and
Linda decided on sticking with the A686 as far as
Hartside Summit. This is another of our favourites, the
road climbs with views of the highest Pennine peaks
and the final twisties reach the top of the pass at
about 1900 feet. This is the western edge of the hills
and from there, on a good day, there are
magnificent views across the Vale of Eden to the
Lake District, and the Solway Firth to Scotland. It is

also home to Hartside Cafe which is popular with
cyclists, being on the Coast to Coast cycle route. In
2015 it even hosted the finish of a stage of the “Tour
of Britain” cycle race (I've got the tee shirt to prove
it). The bulk of the trade, however, comes from
petrol heads of all types and ages. It is not unusual
to find the car park full of motorcycles of all vintages,
along with a few similar sports cars. On one
particularly busy occasion I shared a table with a
chap who had flown there for lunch. He lived near
Durham and, on retirement, had not bought the
usual bike or sports car but opted instead for a (very)
small helicopter.

(Sadly the famous Hartside café burnt down in
March 2018 and has yet to be rebuilt, although
ambitous plans are in place – see below - Ed)

After returning to Alston, and stopping at the
garage for petrol and snacks, we were rejoining our
old friend the B6277 to continue south. After Kirkby
Stephen we took a different route, taking the B6259
which follows the upper reaches of the River Eden to
the watershed, then descending beside the infant
River Ure, the start of Wensleydale. This is another
scenic route with Mallerstang Edge high on the east
and Wild Boar Fell high to the West. The route closely
follows the Settle and Carlisle railway, although part
of the national network, it is often used by steam
hauled specials and if you are lucky you may see
one.
At the Moorcock Inn we turned onto the A684 to
continue the short distance
to
Hawes
(home
of
Wensleydale cheese) and
then Bainbridge where we
once again let ourselves
into the B&B. A return to the
pub for another couple of
beers, gins and meals
ended another superb day.
AA ROADMAPS
THURSDAY morning saw us
reunited with our Lithuanian
hostess from the outward
trip, who was keen to hear
about our journey. I think her
"wish map" might have
gained one or two more
entries after that! We had no
need to rush and finally set
off after a leisurely, and very enjoyable breakfast.
The 3” to the mile “AA Roadmap Series” maps we
were using have scenic roads marked with a green
border, and we had been making maximum use of
these throughout the trip. This morning was to be the
last of them, back up Wensleydale to Hawes then
the B6255 as far as Ribblehead, a road I have ridden
many times and which certainly deserves its
designation.
THE RIBBLEHEAD VIADUCT
By Ribblehead the road is largely unfenced and the
views have opened out over the tops of the Dales.

The huge Ribblehead viaduct (Settle and Carlisle
line still) is dwarfed by the 2414ft height of Whernside
which along with nearby Ingleborough and Pen-yghent make up Yorkshire’s “Three Peaks”.

There is often a burger van parked up here - a
popular stop for bikers. From there we turned south
on the B6479 which, wrongly in my opinion, lacks the
green border on the map. It is marvellous, especially
in the sunshine of that day, with Ingleborough, then
Pen-y-ghent vying for attention with the railway. At
Horton in Ribblesdale we stopped in the car park
briefly. There is a charge for parking, but there are a
couple of ten minute free stay spaces next to the
toilet building, which was a convenience!
From Settle a dozen miles of main road took us to
Gisburn where we were back onto the A59 and,
after filling up with petrol, retracing our route from
the first day and heading for the M6, thankfully
without Linda having to hang on to the tonneau
cover this time.! We got to a fully booked Delamere
in the afternoon. A walk to the nearby Forest visitor
centre for ice cream revealed the reason for the
lack of pitches. The adjacent clearing was being
prepared for a Forest Live weekend of concerts.
GUZZI V7 RACER
FRIDAY morning's breakfast was taken at "Spoons" in
Chester. One of the reasons we like the Delamere

site is that it is right next to a small station on the
Chester to Manchester railway line and we usually
have a day out in one or the other. A day out in
Chester usually includes a trip to either the Zoo (one
of the best), Bill Smith Motors, or very occasionally
Chester Harley Davidson. All of these can be quite
expensive, though worst so far has been Bill Smith. It
would have been rude to leave that low mileage
Guzzi V7 racer behind! The day ended with us laid
in the tent listening to Tears for Fears, live from the
Forest Live event.
THE LAST DAY
SATURDAY………….the last day and it didn't take
long to get back to Bodenham where we were soon
sat in the office with cups of tea, relating our tales to
envious friends. We thought we'd be away for a
week or so, but in the end it had been two and we
had covered about 1900 mostly excellent miles.

So where's next? Truth is we quite likely won't know
ourselves until a few days before starting, such is the
freedom of retirement.
Mind you, Linda's daughter, who lives in Switzerland,
has recently moved into a brand new apartment in
Basel which has visitor spaces in the basement car
park! You can follow the Rhine all the way from the
Netherlands to Basel, hmmm!
Updates and other stuff can be
found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire
section. Feel free to add your views.

